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The Only Way is 
Down: Lark and 
Brubaker’s Saga as 
’70s Cinematic Noir 

by Ryan K Lindsay 

Cultural knowledge indicates that Daredevil is the noir character of the Marvel            

Universe. This assumption is an unchallenged perception that doesn’t actually hold           

much water under any major scrutiny. If you add up all of Daredevil’s issues to               

date, the vast majority are not “noir.” Mild examination exposes Daredevil as one             

of the most diverse characters who has ever been written across a series of genres,               

from swashbuckling romance, to absurd space opera, to straight up super-heroism           

and, often, to crime saga. Daredevil gets play in nearly all corners of the realm of                

narrative, and yet the mind often reverts to considering him a noir character. 

While Daredevil has often been a crime book – some would argue this is when               

he is at his best – and there have been bleak moments peppered throughout his               

history, his actual incidences of true noir are few and far between. Noir is not just                

crime, a distinction often misunderstood. Noir is a sub-genre of crime, predicated            

on one larger factor – there are no happy endings. If you won’t pull the trigger at                 

the end of your tale, you have not created a noir story; you’ve simply told a crime                 

tale. 

The most accurate representation of Matt Murdock inhabiting a noir world is            

when the love of his life, Elektra Natchios, dies in his arms – one of Marvel’s most                 

shocking moments (in Daredevil #181, Apr 1982). Though Daredevil exacts a form            

of revenge upon Elektra’s murderer, the heart of the tale is Elektra’s demise – a               

bleak ending for their love. It crushes Matt for a long time after – with him even                 

 



 

digging up her body in the very next issue and cradling her dead face once more.                

Such a dark act represents the prime example of Daredevil as a noir character, but               

perhaps also the only example. 

Frank Miller’s follow up tale, years later, of the bleak destruction of Matt             

Murdock as a man in “Born Again” (Daredevil #227-233, Feb-Aug 1986) feels like a              

noir tale and even holds the utter desolation well past the halfway mark of the               

narrative. It could have become a noir masterpiece, yet lacked conviction as it             

approached the finish line. This doesn’t lessen the story – though it could be argued               

excising Nuke from memory would lift that storyline into the realm of perfect – but               

it removes the tale from the noir column. If you look through Daredevil’s darkest              

moments, they never stick the landing into the inky depths, because that’s so rarely              

what comics do. Comics are a perennial second-act medium, and ending on a bleak              

note means you might have to start on one as you cycle through, and that’s no                

place to jump into the next arc. 

Daredevil was a book (and character) darker than most, but he was not a true               

noir player until Michael Lark and Ed Brubaker took over the title. Under             

Lark/Brubaker’s determined direction, Daredevil became a hero analysis akin to a           

pulp ’70s flick, full of the unending knowledge that the world is going to beat you                

down. Every time. You can divide the Lark/Brubaker 52-issue run into two noir             

sagas – of which the first (itself made up of three segments) will form the majority                

of this analysis – and both are informed more by the anti-heroes and worlds of ’70s                

subversive filmmaking than by super-hero comics of the preceding four decades.           

These films represented a noir turn, in which it wasn’t just the main character who               

was doomed to failure, it was the entire world, and during their tenure             

Lark/Brubaker certainly showed that no matter where Murdock went, darkness          

would find and embrace him tightly. 

“The Devil in Cell Block D”: A Scorsese-Style Noir 
The gauntlet was thrown down in the very first pages of Daredevil Vol. 2 #82               

(Apr 2006) – it was time for true noir. The very first panel, the base building block                 

of Ed Brubaker, Michael Lark, and Stefano Gaudiano’s brutal masterpiece, is a bleak             

establishing shot. Hell’s Kitchen stands tall against the night rain. “It’s not a nice              

place anymore.” Upon entry to this tale, we need to forget what we know or think                

we have an understanding of. This time, things are different, and you’re told this up               

front. Of course, no one ever really thought of Hell’s Kitchen as a great holiday               

destination, but the idea that it isn’t a safe location for anyone is a disconcerting               

thought. 

 



 

The austere introduction heralds a small-time crime: nine staccato images of           

violence showcase hoods robbing a mob poker game for $500. A gun, a brutal              

impact, scattered cards, broken glass, and rooftop jumps: this is the new status quo.              

Not a cape to be found, just raw human atrocities. By this stage, the scene is set,                 

and the turn of the page portents the chills to come. 

Daredevil drops out of the rain and into the scene. This double-page spread is              

the Rosetta Stone for everything else to come. Our intrepid hero appears normal in              

frame, yet everything else is canted at a Dutch angle. The world is awry, our hero is                 

straight, and the two are adversarial at all times. Such angle play is a standard               

film-noir trope and used to great effect here. Adding the slanted rain to this scene               

only further conjures up connections to film noir. The final aspect is the chiaroscuro              

lighting of the piece: the world is shadowed, and Daredevil’s blood red uniform             

stands out from the darkness. The term chiaroscuro means “light-dark,” and the            

intent here is to show the dichotomy between hero and setting. Instead of holding              

our hero in the illuminated brightness of righteousness, we are delivered a horned             

avenger of Hell’s Kitchen, whose color more often represents death and danger. He             

is thus visually placed in opposition to the rot that has taken hold of his town. Here                 

is a hero who matches his world, a hero who might not fit the general definition of                 

heroism (especially as it applies to super-heroes) but a man who stands firmly for              

something. 

This is all established in three pages. Brubaker, Lark, and Gaudiano are going to              

drag Daredevil down, and there will be no coming up for air. 

The next building block of the story is the wrongly incarcerated man. While             

Daredevil fights injustice in the city, Matt Murdock sits alone in a jail cell. It’s a                

great trope (a man unjustly imprisoned), and it also sets up a deep mystery from the                

outset – who is Daredevil, if Murdock is serving time on a bunk? Lark/Brubaker              

drop the super-hero swagger from the comic and grounds Murdock and Daredevil in             

the dirty corners of noir and pulp. 

Super-heroes might not be Scorsese’s regular stock in trade, but this grounded            

element certainly is. Once we see all of Lark/Brubaker’s elements established, we            

soon also note the tone being delivered. Matt Murdock is offered up as a man – a                 

flawed and troubled man. We can thus draw parallels between this spandexless            

man and some of the leading men from Martin Scorsese movies in the 1970s –               

particularly Travis Bickle from Taxi Driver (1976). Bickle is a man without fear. It              

makes sense to view Murdock through the lens of Scorsese’s films because Scorsese             

was a man deeply entrenched in Catholicism – even entering a seminary in 1956,              

though eventually deciding upon cinema as his vehicle to shape the world. He was              

 



 

conflicted about his faith, something Murdock completely understands. 

Taxi Driver is about a man trapped – a man who does not see a future of reward                  

or success. The movie is an examination of what happens to a man when he loses                

faith. Brubaker has taken Murdock and destroyed his faith completely – he does             

this early on in his run. Much like Scorsese’s cinematic assessment of Bickle,             

Brubaker is mainly concerned with what happens to Murdock next, once everything            

is stripped away. These men are rubbed raw to their base elements, and so we see                

reactions both brutal and visceral. 

The prison machine, the grinding engine of the system where super-heroes           

send their defeated villains and never think about them again, suddenly turns its             

gaping maw on Murdock and it doesn’t respect what it sees. The system is too               

corrupt to reward the man who is Daredevil for what he has selflessly done for so                

long. Nothing carries over; this is just a blind man in a hell made up of shivs in the                   

yard, toilets coated in detritus, fists in faces, and a hierarchical structure that loads              

Murdock with a dangerous burden on already slumping shoulders. From the outset,            

things are bleak – unrelentingly so. This is extremely reminiscent of Bickle’s return             

to America, after fighting for his country in a war across the world. He receives no                

applause, nor help, and such a bleak reception eventually warps him into bringing             

this violence back home to unleash on the unfair world around him. 

Miller said it best through the Kingpin: “A man with nothing to lose is a man                

without fear.” (Daredevil #227-233, Feb-Aug 1986). Lark/Brubaker sets their stage          

with this concept in mind, as Murdock is separated from his wife, treated terribly by               

prison personnel and inmates alike, and finally set up to hear the dying heartbeats              

of his best friend. Foggy Nelson is stabbed during a legal visit and Murdock’s world               

becomes drowned in blood. The man is isolated and brought low, and            

Lark/Brubaker don’t seem to have much of a plan to allow him to rise above the                

adversity. 

Violence quickly characterizes this run, much as it did cinema in the ’70s.             

Movies finally made explicit the blood and pain of the world on their screens, after               

years of subterfuge and intonation. Scorsese was certainly a proponent of bringing            

realistic violence onto the screen. He didn’t peddle in glossy action, and his             

outbursts yielded sloppy blood spatters and nasty deaths. Super-hero comics are so            

often a genre in which fisticuffs are traded but never actually gauged with any              

realism. Spider-Man should be able to crush men with one punch due to his              

strength; when Cyclops and Wolverine scrap, there should be more than just torn             

spandex and scraped skin. Daredevil spent years trading blows to little avail, yet in              

this run each pounding collision of flesh means something. The blood is sticky and              

 



 

the screams resonate through your spine. 

With Foggy murdered, it’s interesting to note the first blood we see is on              

Murdock’s fists, and it happens while alone. Murdock punches a wall, repeatedly,            

while imagining himself at Fogwell’s Gym talking to his father. Murdock’s first            

violent outburst is to self-harm. Before anything else, he blames himself for Foggy’s             

death. He punishes himself, internally and externally, and then he moves this radius             

out to include the other criminals with whom he is now trapped. Bickle is a man                

who holds his hand over an open stovetop flame, as if to prove himself worthy of                

understanding that which he will soon dish out. These men loathe themselves as             

much as what they perceive to be their only course of action on an unfair playing                

field. 

Murdock is sent to general population – laid low with the fiends – and he               

becomes an avenging blur administering rough medicine some might see as justice,            

but which others could just as easily construe as punishment. As Daredevil,            

Murdock struggled for arcs with the Owl, under creative team Alex Maleev/ Brian             

Michael Bendis, yet Lark/Brubaker need only seven panels to show how Murdock            

can truly deal with this loser of the criminal set, once all restraints are removed.               

With Owl’s teeth knocked out and blood spattered on the floor of his cell, Murdock               

steps past social and personal boundaries without a care. He is exceptionally quick             

to adapt to the darkness that the world around him presents. 

Comic heroes usually uphold their own standards, yet Lark/Brubaker allow          

Murdock to sink well below them. His retribution is far more prolonged and             

aggressive than the grief forced upon him by others. In Daredevil Vol. 2 #84 (Jun               

2006), he tracks the source of Foggy’s death to Hammerhead and works on             

systematically tearing him down, in a fight that is difficult to describe as fair.              

Murdock collapses his hardheaded foe easily, finally administering a blow to his            

nerves that makes him feel immense pain. He internally admits: “It’s the kind of              

move Daredevil usually avoids… it’s torture.” He knows this is a dark path yet is               

beyond caring. He is beyond fear, and that concept obviously pertains to his             

thoughts upon his soul as well. 

This concept of retribution through violence, of rebirth through blood, is what            

ties Murdock and Bickle together. Their anger is vented and what they see of the               

world is swept clean, but a real solution is not found. These are false actions that                

only lead the characters down darker paths. This is a delusional progression and             

one that we are shown doesn’t actually help the man inside. 

The dark path winds ahead of Murdock, and there seems no reason to apply              

any brakes. Murdock contemplates killing Wilson Fisk, one of his oldest foes. He             

 



 

realises that he even wants to do it. As a moral character, the end is within reach.                 

This is in line with Bickle’s spiral toward an assassination attempt on a U.S.              

presidential candidate. Both men could use retributive violence to stitch up their            

long and sad tales. Everything is in place for Murdock, but one person’s intrusion              

proves to be Murdock’s salvation. Long an adversarial soldier in the same war,             

Frank Castle joins the fun in prison, and he plays the role of the cynic. He’s                

hardened by years of murdering scum, yet he has enough respect for Murdock not              

to want to see him go the same way. His mere presence shows Murdock what he                

truly is and what he should be doing. These two men have long been similar. Castle                

is what Murdock could have been with one sidestep along the journey, and so              

Murdock realises he must pull up. The last thing he wants is to be Frank Castle, so                 

his salvation comes in the form of comparison. 

The prison storyline sets the scene for a stripped-down Matt Murdock – and             

Daredevil. His birth in blood is necessary in order to make him a more finite target.                

His best friend taken away, his wife isolated, and his secret identity stripped,             

Murdock becomes the focus. Spandex and roof-flipping might still be part of his             

repertoire, but we now cannot forget the man within the suit. We understand this              

isn’t about a super-hero; it’s about a man.  Just a man. 

Murdock resembles Travis Bickle more than he does any spandex hero we’ve            

seen before. He wants to change the world in other ways but has to resort to                

violence to make his impact. He’s aggressive, unhinged, internally struggling, and           

determined to do whatever it takes to find his own victory. And in the end, no                

matter what we’re shown, we don’t see any true victory in sight. The lesson is: we                

are all broken and wrong – every single one of us. 

“The Devil Takes a Ride”: A Polanski Parable 
You understand the noir soaking Lark/Brubaker’s run when you analyse          

Murdock’s actions upon finding freedom outside the prison. His first thought is to             

throw himself into the case, follow the next lead, and not to settle back into any                

form of normality with his wife. We don’t even see a panel of him enjoying his                

return to her; he simply rejoins the hunt, and that’s how the world will always be                

for this man. 

This atmosphere of determination and personal ignorance is heartbreaking, but          

the worst part is that it makes sense as a response. Why be good when the world is                  

such a bad place and all it gives you are terrible things? As we enter the second arc                  

of Lark/Brubaker’s run, in Daredevil Vol. 2 #89 (Nov 2006), the tone shifts slightly.              

The prison was full of obvious examples of the worst of society. Upon release,              

 



 

things should get better and yet do not. No matter where Murdock goes, the world               

is a broken place and one we know he won’t be able to fix. 

This tragic mood feels straight out of the reels of Roman Polanski’s cinematic             

offerings of the ’70s. It makes sense to analyse Murdock’s extensive world through             

the haze of Polanski’s world view because, by the ’70s, Polanski had already             

suffered the kind of tragic loss you only read about in ridiculous fiction. The              

maniacal cult surrounding Charles Manson killed Polanski’s pregnant lover, Sharon          

Tate, in the home he shared with her. This gruesome situation would forever shape              

Polanski’s feelings about the world. Thinking about Chinatown (1974) is an effective            

way to see how Daredevil’s explorations into the world, under Lark/Brubaker, show            

how his negative worldview stretches beyond Hell’s Kitchen, particularly after          

understanding how rotten he is inside. 

The change of location to Monaco offers up some gorgeous establishing shots.            

The “cinematography” of Lark/Gaudiano makes this globetrotting tale feel         

immersive. With the wife firmly out of mind, it doesn’t take long for a new femme                

fatale to wander into scene – even if this one appears to be unwitting to some                

degree. Lily Lucca becomes an engaging character the more Brubaker peels her            

layers away. She is an aggressively powerful woman while also being the patsy of              

her own story. Any suggestion of ownership in relationships is staged or            

inaccurately placed.  Lily is a pawn, and her greatest strength is in not believing it. 

Another woman in such a perilous predicament is Evelyn Mulwray in           

Chinatown. She is another damsel caught in the web of depravity the world so              

effortlessly lays down. These women want nothing but control, yet find it wrested             

from them every time. 

Lily has been given a perfume, by a shadowy benefactor, that makes men smell              

whatever their heart desires. Murdock gets close to her and smells Karen Page, not              

his wife. He’s already on the run from his current life. When the temptation of his                

past is put in front of him, he doesn’t know how to respond. It’s as if his internal                  

moral compass is broken, or at least a little swayed. The deepest truths and desires               

within Murdock conspire to make his life a misery. 

The entire tale of “The Devil Takes a Ride,” spanning issues #89-93 (Nov 2006 -               

Mar 2007), plays out like a super-heroic Roman Polanski movie. The European            

locales offer a decidedly Polanski vibe, but there are also the themes of inner              

turmoil and revenge. Murdock becomes a Jake Gittes trying to help a woman who              

can’t help herself. The trail leads through some villainous tropes – offering            

Tombstone and a new Matador a chance to deliver the fighting we need – and the                

culmination becomes a conversation between Murdock and a very bitter and rotten            

 



 

old lady.  The matriarch of Daredevil’s decline is Vanessa Fisk, Wilson’s former wife. 

The entirety of issue #92 is devoted to the final reveal of Vanessa’s motivations,              

the layout for her future (and final) actions, and the overall denouement of this              

small slice of Lark/Brubaker’s overall tale. In a medium in which costumed villains             

cackle maniacally while trying to poison water supplies, Vanessa Fisk wants           

retribution against one half of the duo that ruined her life. She is pragmatic in her                

drive and measured in her delivery of malice. The two settle their feud, and their               

tale, through conversation. No one wants to see a super-hero punch a sick woman,              

and the low-key nature of this conclusion makes it simmer even more deliciously on              

the back burner. It may feel like Murdock wins, but he caused the spiralling descent               

of Vanessa Fisk and he’s responsible for the ills that perpetually plagued her. If we               

focus too strongly on our leading hero, we neglect to realize we have just witnessed               

the noir demise of another player on the stage. How can he feel victorious in the                

poignant defeat of a lady who should have been given the chance to remain              

innocent? 

This, however, is only the second act of Lark/Brubaker’s great noir. Prison            

stripped Murdock down, what feels like a victory against Vanessa Fisk – as she dies               

and exonerates him with her final actions – is a streak of sunshine breaking through               

a perennially bleak sky, yet the machinations are in place for the final reel, in which                

Murdock will face the biggest challenge, the true directing force of everything that             

has come before. In this titanic struggle, he will have no option but to lose –                

because this is noir. The reason the loss still kicks the reader so hard is because,                

above noir, this is a comic book. The heroes nearly always win in comics, even if                

only on a moral ground, yet here Murdock is completely destroyed. In fact, he              

never even stood a chance. 

The momentary reprieve, at the end of “The Devil Takes a Ride,” is the apex of                

relaxed happiness for Murdock. He returns to his wife, his identity is once more              

protected (at least legally), his best friend rises from the dead (he had been hiding               

in Witness Relocation), and life finally seems to have settled back into a groove. The               

“big bad” seems defeated, and this is where Murdock’s mistake lies. Vanessa was             

simply a pawn, and the true evil steps up to distract Murdock once more, while               

Lark/Brubaker execute their coup de grace. 

“Without Fear”: A Peckinpah Massacre 
Daredevil’s world is drawn into the shadows once more in a brilliant scene in              

Daredevil Vol. 2 #95 (May 2007), in which he intercepts street level thugs             

mid-crime. In Hell’s Kitchen, Daredevil clearly has the upper hand, and as he             

 



 

exhibits this dominance, one of the thugs changes his behavior. Rather than be             

caught, to be held and questioned and broken down, he guns down his partners and               

looks Daredevil square in the eyes as he turns his automatic weapon upon himself.              

This drastic display of commitment to not being caught offers a visceral scene but              

also a major hint at who’s pulling the strings on this whole caper. These men were                

too afraid to be caught. 

The violence of this arc is most disturbing because it involves blatant images of              

death and destruction that feel irreparable. When the thugs are shot, they aren’t             

coming back. It is no ruse; it is fatal. The main distraction for Murdock is the                

relapse of Melvin Potter into his old ways as the Gladiator. He dons his costume               

and descends upon an open marketplace, using his wrist blades to wantonly attack             

and slay in a massacre the likes of which he had never committed before. 

The primitive nature of these acts calls to mind the glorious studies of violence              

that Sam Peckinpah filled a career creating. This final act of Lark/Brubaker’s noir             

owes much to The Wild Bunch, a 1969 movie that helped lay the blood-smeared              

foundations for the violent cinema in the 1970s. The film, and Lark/Brubaker’s final             

arc of noir, are so bold because of their intrepid depiction of brutality and realism of                

violence. When people engage in hostility, there’s a good chance they will die in              

terrible ways. 

Hell’s Kitchen descends into Peckinpah’s Wild West not through narrative but           

through excessively meticulous and ostentatious violence. As crime takes over,          

innocent people are not safe, and only might can meet might. You can hear the               

words of Peckinpah covering the action in this tale: “Well, killing a man isn’t clean               

and quick and simple. It’s bloody and awful. And maybe if enough people come to               

realize that shooting somebody isn’t just fun and games, maybe we’ll get            

somewhere” (Playboy, Aug 1972). The severity of violence in “Without Fear” is            

matched with the ramifications of these actions. Much like the ’70s finally accepted             

and understood the consequences of violence that changed the tone of a decade,             

Daredevil as a comic finally rises above super-hero tropes and shows us the terribly              

truthful resolutions of situations filled with hostility. 

If the man behind the brutality of Straw Dogs (1971) is going to be any influence                

over this arc, you have to worry for the fate of Milla Donovan. Murdock has already                

seen several lovers die, and so when Gladiator steals into the night with Donovan, in               

Daredevil Vol. 2 #98 (Aug 2007), we can only assume the worst. She is thrown off a                 

building, and when Murdock swings down to save her from this, he doesn’t yet              

know he’s already lost the battle where she’s concerned. His relationship is about             

to hit a noir dead end. 

 



 

The downfall of Daredevil comes from the enemy’s understanding that he must            

present an opponent Daredevil cannot punch into submission. He must act first,            

ensure his victory, and then revel in the unwinding of his own genius. There are no                

Bond-villain moments of exposition to give the hero a chance at turnaround            

success. Daredevil was damned from the start, and the worst blow is that he never               

figured it out. 

With Daredevil’s defeat certain, Mr. Fear finally steps forward as the major            

contributor to the bleakness of Murdock’s landscape. The Man Without Fear up            

against the manufacturer of fear. Mr Fear’s costume holds the regal pomp of             

previous incarnations, yet also feels functional. The realism is on display as much as              

possible while still referencing super-hero tropes. The appearance and actions of           

Chico and Merv on the street, peddling Fear’s toxin, also feel like a ’70s movie. Even                

Fear’s duped henchmen and building of a fortress of excess around himself offers an              

“Enter The Dragon” type of model, making a villain feel larger than life. 

The intricacy of Fear’s plan, the pure audacity and elaborate nature of it, places              

him as a noir mastermind. He thought every step through before he even began.              

Noir is a slow and inevitable march to darkness, and Fear has ensured from the first                

moment that this march is indeed inevitable, because there’s nothing Murdock can            

do to save himself from this plan.  He’s quite literally doomed to this failure. 

In the downward spiral in Daredevil Vol. 2 #103 (Feb 2008), Murdock refuses to              

give up. His wife is poisoned with Fear’s greatest and latest gas, his informants on               

the street aren’t delivering enough, and his options are running out. In the middle              

of a spandex comic, our red hero attacks another stooge who’s recuperating from a              

slicing Daredevil delivered earlier. Fancy Dan says he won’t talk, and Daredevil            

threatens to “rip out every one of those stitches and see what’s inside.” The few               

rules left are shattered and forgotten. We always knew a man without hope was a               

man without fear, but it appears he’s also a man willing to do “whatever it takes” –                 

or so he tells a chained up Ox after hitting him with a speeding cab and lighting up a                   

butane torch. 

The ultimate step of this noir parable is the decimation of Matt Murdock as an               

actual hero, as someone who acts heroically. Murdock exploits situations, goes           

further than possibly needed, and acts based on emotion rather than fact or reason.              

Murdock is forcibly altered by his situation and surroundings, and in this respect             

Fear has already won. The villain is running away with the victory, and the clock is                

counting down for Daredevil to turn the tables. 

After abusing Ox’s nerve clusters so as to emulate torture by fire, Daredevil             

wonders why he doesn’t feel worse about it. He’s conditioned against violence,            

 



 

even when perpetrated by himself. Years of villains pulling these stunts against him             

have finally opened up the option that he can do it himself. He doesn’t feel bad                

about it – but he does feel bad about not feeling bad about it. Social judgements                

might keep him in line, but his own personal code has ceased to do so. Milla’s case                 

worsens, and when Murdock finds out Ms. Lucca was the instigator, he sneaks into              

her house and chokes her. Though technically involved, Lucca is no more than a              

pawn, which ostensibly makes her innocent, yet Murdock attacks this woman in the             

night with vehemence. Our hero is gone. The only question then becomes: “What             

will be left of the man?” 

If “The Devil in Cell Block D” broke Murdock down, and “The Devil Takes a Ride”                

showed Murdock that the entire world is broken and no one man can fix it, then                

“Without Fear” is the moment in which these two elements mix to produce the only               

response any man can muster: violence. Men and violence broke Murdock down,            

and it’s these same things that make the world such a corrupt and unjust place.               

Finally, as he slips into the noir cycle and becomes what he loathes, Murdock              

becomes a violent man. 

The showdown between Daredevil and Mr. Fear, in Daredevil Vol. 2 #105 (Apr             

2008), is perfect final-reel fodder. Daredevil is obviously the better at combat, yet             

he cannot win this fight. He beats Fear down, severely, and the response from the               

villain is “I love that you think you’ve won.” Typically, at the end of a super-hero                

story, the hero beats the villain into submission and the status quo can be restored               

in time for the coda. Fear has ensured this cannot occur because he built a failsafe                

into his plan: there never was any antidote, and every person he has infected with               

his toxin will remain in their terrible state. Donovan will never recover. Daredevil             

loses, and hard. 

This terrible down note leaves Murdock’s life in a mess. He confines his wife to               

a hospital, where all they can hope to do is care for her indefinitely, with no hope of                  

recovery. Another love has yet again been painfully lost. Another life has been             

ruined because of him. The villain not only succeeded with his plan but now resides               

in Ryker’s Island prison, enjoying an easy existence because every crim and screw in              

the establishment inherently fears him. He’s going to wait out, and enjoy, his             

sentence, and when he’s ready he’ll just walk out, because that’s the control he has.               

He’s unstoppable, and that’s the ultimate failure for any hero. Fear represents the             

wave of violence in the world that cannot be stopped. Peckinpah saw this as an               

absolute, and his heroes were rarely able to “solve” the world around them. Their              

endings were often just as bleak. 

Lark and Brubaker close the trilogy with a panel of Murdock sitting on his bed,               

 



 

his hands clasped, his head down. Everything was wagered, all was lost. A hero              

contemplates his future and finds a bleak landscape instead of blue skies. The next              

step is so rarely analysed in the super-hero genre: what is the endgame for any of                

these heroes? Murdock avenged his father’s death directly in his very first issue, yet              

never gave up the chase. Like the gunslingers in The Wild Bunch, perhaps Murdock              

dreams of “pulling back” after the next tussle. He seeks a nebulous goal. He’ll know               

it once he grasps it, and until then he’s locked into high gear and moving forward.                

This is a doomed mindset and one engineered to breed failure. 

This isn’t Fair; This is Noir 
Lark and Brubaker spend over three years ensuring Matt Murdock’s world           

finally feels true noir. The bleak trilogy of “Devil in Cell Block D,” “The Devil Takes a                 

Ride,” and “Without Fear” is merely just the start. True noir and its terrible              

conclusions really have no end. After Murdock is laid low, Lark/Brubaker spend the             

other half of their run detailing Murdock’s actions while firmly grounded at the             

lightless bottom.  There is no ascent for this character – at least, not on their watch. 

Matt Murdock does want to get on with his life – or what’s left of it. He tries his                   

best, yet it only leads to more terrible things. Dakota North, his intrepid private              

investigator for the firm, is beaten and shot because of a case in the “Cruel &                

Unusual” arc (Daredevil Vol. 2 #107-110, Jul-Oct 2008). The whole situation might            

work to make Murdock see some sort of golden light in the form of judicious               

pursuit, and making sure North doesn’t die. But the story still leads downward after              

he has sex with her. His wife – locked up, psychologically uncontrollable, afraid – is               

innocent, yet he betrays her in the worst way a husband can betray a wife.               

Murdock becomes the ultimate Peckinpah lead, as he asserts his male dominance            

over a submissive female. 

If Murdock is the “hero” of the series, he certainly spends a good deal of it not                 

fulfilling the basic and simple criteria of that role. He’s not only fallible but he               

consistently fails. Life isn’t going to suddenly become better for him; he needs to be               

the change in the world he wishes to see. It becomes apparent that he’s not               

capable of this, and Lark/Brubaker have the spine to take this to its logical              

conclusion. 

After losing his moral center and cheating on his wife, Murdock is presented             

with a situation that could either make or break him. A villainous assassin guild, the               

Hand, approaches Murdock and asks him to be its leader. It’s a final step down, and                

he’s reluctant to take it, since it would signify his end as any sort of hero. He could                  

possibly take the role and become an anti-hero, somewhere on the level of Frank              

 



 

Castle, but he knows this slippery slope isn’t the sort of situation with many              

opportunities for heroic deeds. Murdock turns down this opportunity, because he           

isn’t interested in digging any deeper down. 

Enter Wilson Fisk, who finally got away from New York, from Matt Murdock,             

and from the seemingly endless cycle of violence and possessive destruction his            

world had been consumed by. In Daredevil Vol. 2 #116 (May 2009), he winds up on                

the Costa Da Morte, where in the midst of a deathly system inured toward crippling               

you on every level, he finds happiness. More importantly, he finds peace. He meets              

a girl, they become a simple unit, and then the past catches up with him. The Hand,                 

scorned by Murdock, put Fisk back into play merely as a pawn to trigger an               

oppositional response from the man they truly want to lead them. In a serene              

situation, Murdock becomes the cause for unrest. He is the villainous force, even if              

not consciously.  Don’t most villains see themselves as the good guy? 

A union is formed between former bitter enemies, yet both know it can’t last.              

Usually the villain eventually betrays the goodwill of the hero, and here that cliché is               

flipped. Murdock is more than happy to play the lesser man sooner; he sells out               

Fisk and steps forward to lead the Hand so that no one else can. He can sell this as                   

a magnanimous gesture all he likes, but the truth is that Murdock becomes the              

leader of a clan of ninja who kill for money.  There’s no way to spin this as heroic. 

Much like Popeye Doyle in the final minutes of The French Connection (1971),             

Daredevil has turned a corner and possibly become the villain. Or proved that any              

man who sides with violence is an enemy to peace. Daredevil is willing to do               

whatever it takes to find what he deems a victory and leave the collateral damage               

for later. 

As Murdock descends the stairs into the inner sanctum of the Hand, home of              

his own future villainy, he does so with a smile. He understands that, as a hero, he                 

has lost. Even when he did good, or found a victory, it usually ended in dead loves                 

or injured friends. His track record as a good person has consistently yielded more              

terror, not only in his world but in the geographic ripple around it. Murdock might               

be blind, but he sees this and he accepts his changed fate. In Daredevil Vol. 2 #500                 

(Oct 2009), he slips deeper into the earth and thinks, “I deserve whatever awaits me               

below.” 

This is the end; there is no last minute turnaround here, no victory to be found                

or even hoped for. This is noir on its purest level. Lark/Brubaker holds their ground               

and don’t yield to the conventions of the genre. After more than three years, they               

depart the title with Matt Murdock lost. This is their comment on super-heroic             

fortitude – it must eventually lose because the enemies are too great. One man              

 



 

cannot resist the temptation to change under the strain of the storm. 

For a blind man, the world just became a darker place. 
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